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Re:   Motion regarding funding and measures to mitigate damage caused by  

vehicle vandalism at Angels Gate Park. 
 
The Coastal San Pedro Neighborhood Council passed the following resolution at the March 21, 2022 Board 
& Stakeholder Meeting:   
 
Whereas, there is destruction of unpaved surfaces due to 10-20 trucks per day at Angels Gate Park 
when it rains, 
 
Therefore be it resolved, the Coastal San Pedro Neighborhood Council supports Angels Gate 
Cultural Center applying for funding to donate to the Department of Recreation and Parks to employ 
mitigation measures such as the railroad ties that are already in use in the park and also to pave the 
area in front of building H, and 
 
Be it further resolved, the Coastal San Pedro Neighborhood Council requests the Department of 
Recreation and Parks to install the same post system used in the parking lot below the Korean Bell 
(using posts that are not treated with environmentally toxic materials), and / or post and single cable 
3 feet high along Barlow Saxton Road, Leavenworth Road and Leary Merriam Drive, to protect the 
open space hillsides and natural habitat from off road vehicle activity. 
 
Be it further resolved, Coastal San Pedro Neighborhood Council opposes the use of T-gates, or 
similar gates, to close off the railroad tie area during rain events, but supports the use of chains on 
the east and west entrances of the unpaved bluff area along NCO road which is adjacent to building 
H and building F to close the area to trucks during these times, and 
 
Be it further resolved, CSPNC requests the department of Recreation and Parks add signs to the park 
entrance citing LAMC 63.44 which prohibits motorized vehicles from driving anywhere other than the 
paved roads in the park. 

 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 

 

Doug Epperhart, President  
On behalf of the Coastal San Pedro Neighborhood Council Board 


